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In , the Ram HD received a major facelift in the form of a completely new body style, featuring a
larger back seat, new interior, and a ton of other cosmetic and creature comfort upg In , the Ram
HD received a major facelift in the form of a completely new body style, featuring a larger back
seat, new interior, and a ton of other cosmetic and creature comfort upgrades. For the most
part, the powertrain remained relatively unchanged from the previous model year. But with GM
and Ford hot on the heels of Ram, they made some finite adjustments to take the previous
torque rating from to foot pounds of torque in in order to be at the top of the power podium.
Then in , Ram turned around and released the High Output , sporting a brand new Aisin HD
ASC69RC automatic transmission to be an available option in the pickup applications, hitting
horsepower and foot pounds of torque. We are glad to see Ram keeping the hand-shaker
models available, when their rivals have abandoned manual transmissions altogether. Also in ,
Ram finally released an upgraded suspension and steering configuration for models that would
assist in eliminating the issues that had plagued them for years. There are many contributing
factors to this occurrence, and to combat this, Ram made a complete design change. One could
say that Ram took a lot of notes from Ford by switching to a radius arm, as opposed to control
arms, as well as a new steering configuration that separates the drag link and center link, very
similar to a SuperDuty. Were all of these changes for the positive? You bet! Are there still areas
for improvement that the aftermarket can fill? While these trucks are light years different than
they were a decade ago, there are still ways to gain greater power and fuel economy. There are
still plenty of ways to improve the reliability and drivability. And anyways, who wants to drive a
stock truck? Browse through our various categories, and if you have any questions about what
products are right for you and your truck, give us a call and we will be more than happy to
answer your questions. Search Cart 0. FAQs Build Gallery. Carli Suspension Shop Now. Engine
Components Shop Now. Intake Manifolds Shop Now. Exhaust Components Shop Now. Exhaust
Kits Shop Now. Fuel Related Shop Now. Gauges Shop Now. Nitrous Oxide Injection Shop Now.
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Accessories Shop Now. Electrical Components Shop Now. Description FAQ's. We get a lot of
calls and e-mails each day with various product, vehicle, and installation questions. Some are
completely off the wall and can even catch us off guard at times, but many others are fairly
routine, so we thought we'd post some of the most popular questions that can hopefully be a
good resource for you. A: Generally speaking no, the emissions equipment upstream will still
act as a muffler. However, that doesn't mean installation will not help in other areas by
improving exhaust flow. While minor, the benefits are noticeable, plus an aftermarket exhaust
looks way better than the stock exhaust. Q: Will an aftermarket "2nd Gen" turbo swap kit on my
6. A: Yes, the stock exhaust brake is part of the factory turbo. When removing the factory turbo
in favor of a non-VGT Variable Geometry Turbo , the factory exhaust brake function is removed,
as well. Why does it sound like my transmission rattles after I installed a new clutch. That noise
that you are hearing is called gear rollover noise. It is evident in all transmissions, which is the
reason the factory originally installs dual mass flywheel clutches, as they will cut down on that
noise. The G56 is especially bad because it has a large aluminum case that acts as a
megaphone. It is a completely normal condition, but can be helped. We typically recommend
filling the fluid up to the fill plug in the transmission, then pulling the shift tower and putting one
extra quart in. That will significantly cut down on the gear rollover noise. A: In short, no.
Firewalls were installed to prevent aftermarket tuning, yet there are several ways to bypass this
to allow the installation of EFILive. Q: I'm looking at an exhaust kit on your website, but it
doesn't state which cab and bed configuration it fits, will this fit my application? A: In most
cases, unless it is specifically stated as fitting a certain configuration, all exhaust kits on our
website will fit all cab and bed lengths. Further, most kits will not fit cab and chassis
applications unless otherwise noted. Q: I'm looking at this 5" or other exhaust kit, but my truck
only has a 4" exhaust now. A: Yes, the exhaust systems we sell will adapt down to fit the
application at the designated starting point turbo back, cat back, DPF back, etc. Q: What are
EGT's? This measurement is typically measured before the turbo to ensure you are not
overheating components. For most applications, we recommend not exceeding degrees. Q: Will
the products you offer void my warranty? A: Some parts may void your warranty and some may
not. We recommend researching the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act that specifically protects
consumers when choosing to install aftermarket components on their vehicles, as well as
consulting with your local dealer. Need parts for your You are in the right spot. Everything from
air intakes to twin turbos to dual CP3's, we've got what you need. For those of you with model

year trucks, i For those of you with model year trucks, it is important to understand that there
are significant differences between a and a Different injectors, different turbos, different exhaust
systems One way to check is to locate the red or silver tag on the driver's side of your block. On
a If you are still unsure, call your local Dodge dealer with the last 8 's of your VIN and they can
clarify it for you. Diesel Power Products carries everything you need for your 5. As always, if
you have any questions as to what products are right for you and your Ram, do not hesitate to
give us a call and we would be more than happy to help. Products in this section are designed
to work on Search Cart 0. Home Dodge Ram Cummins Diesel Truck Parts And Accessories
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Now. Air Compressors Shop Now. Bed Accessories Shop Now. Description FAQ's. We get a lot
of calls and e-mails each day with various product, vehicle, and installation questions. Some are
completely off the wall and can even catch us off guard at times, but many others are fairly
routine, so we thought we'd post some of the most popular questions that can hopefully be a
good resource for you. Q: How do you find out if your Cummins is a A: There are two ways.
First, you can check the drivers side of the valve cover at the estimated horsepower. If the truck
is a , it will indicate , whereas the Secondly, early models non-California did not have a catalytic
converter from the factory, where If your exhaust is still original, this is an easy way to check.
Q: What is the difference between the and the A: In The 6. Both were done in response to
heightened EPA regulations that went into effect January 1st, A: The Extreme Duty is built for
those running exceptionally large tires, such a a very wide 35" or a 37" or larger diameter. This
model would also be a good idea for those vehicles whom regularly see off road use. Why does
it sound like my transmission rattles after I installed a new clutch. That noise that you are
hearing is called gear rollover noise. It is evident in all transmissions, which is the reason the
factory originally installs dual mass flywheel clutches beginning in with the G56 model, as they
will cut down on that noise. The G56 is especially bad because it has a large aluminum case that
acts as a megaphone. It is a completely normal condition, but can be helped. We typically
recommend filling the fluid up to the fill plug in the transmission, then pulling the shift tower
and putting one extra quart in. That will significantly cut down on the gear rollover noise. Q: I'm
looking at an exhaust kit on your website, but it doesn't state which cab and bed configuration it
fits, will this fit my application? A: In most cases, unless it is specifically stated as fitting a
certain configuration, all exhaust kits on our website will fit all cab and bed lengths. Further,
most kits will not fit cab and chassis applications unless otherwise noted. Q: I'm looking at this
5" or other exhaust kit, but my truck only has a 4" exhaust now. A: Yes, the exhaust systems we
sell will adapt down to fit the application at the designated starting point turbo back, cat back,
DPF back, etc. Q: What are EGT's? This measurement is typically measured before the turbo to
ensure you are not overheating components. For most applications, we recommend not
exceeding degrees. A: No we do not. In short, both smoke and lope tunes create these results at
the expense of the overall reliability of your engine. The tuning companies we have chosen to
partner with are top notch and are most intested in creating increased power, fuel economy, and
overall drivability. We at Diesel Power Products invest a substantial amount of time and effort to
ensure that the products we recommend are in the best overall interests of our customers and
their trucks, and unfortunately, these types of tunes do not align with that overall goal.
Cummins is an American multinational corporation that designs, manufactures, and distributes
engines , filtration, and power generation products. Headquartered in Columbus , Indiana ,
United States, Cummins sells in approximately countries and territories through a network of
more than company-owned and independent distributors and approximately 6, dealers. It
focused on developing the diesel engine invented 20 years earlier, but in spite of several well
publicized endurance trials, it was not until that their Model H, used in small railroad switchers,
proved successful. By , Cummins had operations in countries and territories. Cummins
manufactures and markets a complete line of diesel and natural gas-powered engines for
on-highway and off-highway use. Its markets include heavy-and medium-duty truck, bus,
recreational vehicle RV , light-duty automotive and a number of industrial uses including,
construction, mining, marine, oil and gas, railroad and military equipment. For the general
public, the most visible Cummins product may be the 5. In April , Cummins utilized technology
developed by Westport Innovations to begin shipping large natural gas fueled engines to truck
manufacturers in the United States as trucking companies began converting portions of their

fleets to natural gas and the natural gas distribution network in the United States began to
expand. Cummins has a technical centre in Darlington , England, where it develops products for
the European, Middle Eastern, and Asian markets. Cummins Power Systems is a global provider
of power generation systems, components and services in standby power, distributed power
generation, as well as auxiliary power in mobile applications. All of the above solutions [
buzzword ] stem from Cummins Onan, of which products are still in service today. On August
22, , United Rentals announced it had acquired all mobile power generation assets from
Cummins. To maintain fleet and customer service continuity, a small number of Cummins
employees joined United Rentals. With regards to Turbo Technologies, Cummins designs and
manufactures turbochargers and related products, on a global scale, for diesel engines above 3
liters. In regard to Emission Solutions, Cummins develops and supplies catalytic exhaust
systems and related products to the medium-and heavy-duty commercial diesel engine markets.
In regard to Filtration, Cummins designs, manufactures and distributes heavy-duty and
light-duty air, fuel, hydraulic and lube filtration, chemicals and exhaust system technology
products for diesel and gas-powered equipment. With regards to Electronics, Cummins designs
engine control units and sensors for Cummins diesel engines. The distribution unit of Cummins
consists of 17 Cummins owned distributors and 10 joint ventures, covering 90 countries and
territories through locations. The Holset Engineering Co. In the company was purchased by
Cummins after briefly being owned by the Hanson Trust. In , the division officially changed its
name to Cummins Turbo Technologies to be identified more closely with its parent company.
The turbocharger products still use the Holset brand name. In Cummins began acquisition of
Onan and completed it in The Onan name continues to be used for modern versions of their
traditional engine-driven generators for RV, marine, commercial mobility, home standby, and
portable use. Cummins Inc. With immediate effect, the branding will be consolidated under the
Cummins brand. The Cummins Power Generation and Cummins Onan brands will be retired and
the Onan name synonymous with mobile gensets, will be repositioned as a generator product
line under the newly unified Cummins brand in the RV market. As Onan will now be repositioned
as a RV product line, with the new rv. Rebranding took place globally on all marketing activities,
as product branding changed across all manufacturing plants beginning July Exhaust and
emissions after-treatment company Nelson Industries was purchased in , due to the increasing
importance of exhaust after-treatment systems for meeting future emissions standards. The
division officially changed its name to Cummins Emission Solutions , in order to be identified
more closely with their parent company. Cummins began its India operations on 17 February in
a joint venture with the Kirloskar Group. The ownership structure of the joint venture was
divided as follows:. In Cummins Inc. Now its Cummins Inc. Also, Cummins is building an
advanced technical centre in Pune which will house over engineers. The fines came after
manufacturers evaded testing by deliberately deactivating emissions controls during highway
driving, in order to give the appearance of being in full regulatory compliance during standard
laboratory testing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American engines and related
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